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Objective 
The goal of this report is to demonstrate the features available in the X2 Benchmarking tool and to demonstrate 
those features in the form of preliminary results of X2 algorithm performance and validation  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BENCHMARKING TOOL DESCRIPTION 
Logistics 

The benchmarking tool and related classes are currently under the following source path: 
	 	 	 	 	 <tests/Benchmarking> 

A brief class description of each available class is provided: 
TestCase: This class defines all of the options available for setting up a test case. It stores a SYSTEM (which 
includes a solver, conditions and physics) as well as the number of iterations, trials, data sync interval, etc. If you 
want to record a time series of properties, then the property key must be pushed back to the container associated 
with the accumulation action the user would like to perform on that property (min, max, average, summation, and 
magnitude) 
TestCaseBuilder: This is a static class that contains functions that make it convenient to build a number of test 
cases with the appropriate variables varying. 
Reports: This class stores the function calls that set up and run test cases with various configurations. More 
functions will be created by the users of the benchmarking tool. Current capabilities include:  

• Speedup Factor vs. Model Type 
• Speedup Factor vs. Number of Iterations 
• Speedup Factor vs. Node Count 
• Execution Time vs. Data Sync Interval 
• Cylinder Convergence test 

Benchmarker: This is that actual benchmarking tool that runs the test cases, records the results, and then 
provides the user various export capabilities 
run_reports.cpp: This is the main file that runs the the various test cases. Should be edited to reflect what the 
user wants to run. 

Settings 

The Benchmarker provides several settings to make setting up and running test cases more convenient.  
1. The Benchmarker provides a set of functions that change a parameter of all the test cases it has. 

Examples include number of trials, time units, solver properties, and recording properties. Check the 
header file for more detailed info 

2. The Benchmarker has a “makeTimeEstimation” property that when set to true (run_reports.cpp) will 
execute each test case one time and for one iteration and then try to predict the runtime of the actual test 
case through multiplying by the number of iterations and number of trials. When the estimation is turned 
on, no export of data is performed and the final estimated runtime is displayed in the terminal upon 
completion of the test. Note that this method of estimating runtime includes a systematic bias towards 
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overestimation due to the overhead involved in setting up a simulation. The overestimation has been 
recorded at around 20% but will vary for the specific problem at hand 

3. The run_reports,cpp has an option to “runClientAfterBenchmark”. This flag, when true, will cause the 
client to be launched at the end of the running of the test cases. If the systems used in the test cases are 
pushed back to the “allSystems” container then they will be added to the server system tree and 
displayed in the client for visual inspection and further interrogation. 

Export Options 
The benchmarked keeps track of all test case data after running its test cases. This data can then be exported as 
a *.csv in various data formats. The export options are described below 

• exportResults: This option exports all variables for each test case that the Benchmarker is storing. Note that 
the test cases get split up by the properties they are tracking so that each entry in the resulting table will be 
associated with a single property. In addition, this is where the Benchmaker outputs setup information 
including the user name, hardware, and date-time of execution. It is always recommended to export all the 
results in addition to everything else in case somebody needs to go back to the original data. 

• exportPivotTable: This option allows users to export data in “cross-tab format” which is conventionally done 
using a pivotTable. Cross-tab format is the format that is most convenient for plotting so use the method 
when wanting to produce plots at the end of a run. 

• exportProperties: This option allows users to export time-series data that was recorded during the 
benchmarking process. This is good for showing residual histories or something like total energy as a function 
of time. All test cases get grouped into a single file with headers specified by the user input (by default it is 
test case id) 

• exportSimulationData: The option allows the user to export to csv the entire data set of the system stored 
in each test case. This is useful if you want to perform further analysis of the data set with a different 
application. 
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RESULTS 
Cylinder Convergence Test — Local vs. Global Timestep 
(Reports::runMediumCylinderConvergenceTest) 

The first report is to demonstrate the capabilities of recording time-series data and comparing the final results of a 
simulation to another test case. The setup of this problem was two test cases, each of them had the Medium 
Cylinder geometry, were run on the GPU for 20,000 iterations, and had their energy and density residuals tracked 
as a function of iteration. The only difference was that one test case had the local time stepping option turned on. 
the convergence history is shown below in the plot. 

It is clear that local time stepping has a big effect on convergence rate. We can also notice that we are coming up 
on the hard limit of double precision error when it comes to the residual calculation. I think global time stepping hits  
this barrier one order of magnitude sooner because it performs one more operation (finding a minimum dt) but I’m 
not positive.  

Next is a comparison of the final results of both of theses test cases. They were connected with the 
TestCaseBuilder::CompareSidebySide function which connects adjacent test cases (in strides of two) to each 
other for data comparison at the end of the simulation. The results demonstrate a high degree of similarity in the 
final results which is exported. 
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Comparing GPU Speedup for Different Models and Geometries 
(Reports::runSpeedupVsModelType) 

In this test case, we look at the speedup factor gained by the GPU algorithm over the CPU algorithm for a variety 
of physical models (Viscous and Inviscid flow for 1st and 2nd order accuracy) on three different models (Medium 
Cylinder, Large Cylinder, and Medium Capsule). Notice that the more involved the model is the more speedup is 
seen on the GPU. The medium capsule does not see much speedup which goes against other trends about node 
count so this should probably be investigated further 

Property Average Abs. Error Error Magnitude Max Abs. Error

Energy value 3.3232541E-08 8.800830984E-06 3.74857336E-07

Kinetic Energy value 2.5663758E-08 7.36281308E-06 1.20606273E-07

Mass value 4.4E-14 1.193E-11 5.73E-13

Momentum-X value 4.0795E-11 1.0795686E-08 1.79625E-10

Momentum-Y value 1.1968E-11 4.293918E-09 1.31195E-10

Momentum-Z value 1.2815E-11 4.488119E-09 1.2767E-10

Pressure value 7.733132E-09 2.514324654E-06 1.87428668E-07

Speed of Sound 
value

7.014E-12 1.854E-09 2.86605E-10

timestep value 0E+00 0E+00 0E+00
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Comparing GPU Speedup vs Node Count (For Grids Only) 
(Reports::runSpeedupVsNodeCount) 

This report was to demonstrate the dependent behavior of GPU speedup on the node count of the job being 
processed. To achieve this, supersonic inlet conditions were set up on grids of varying sizes. Grids were used 
because we have direct control over the number of nodes in the grid and they have a fixed connection/node ratio. 
The results demonstrate that the speedup increases with node count. The results did not level off over the range 
investigated so further investigation should be done on larger grids. Additionally the same analysis should be done 
on unstructured meshes to try to figure out whats going on with the medium capsule. 

Comparing GPU Speedup vs Iteration Count                           
(Reports::runSpeedUpVsIterations) 

This study was aimed at investigating speedup as a function of the number of iterations of the simulation. Since 
there is overhead involved with preparing and compiling a GPU application it was guessed that the more iterations 
in the simulation the more speedup should be seen (up to the point where all overhead is negligible). The results 
demonstrate the the number of iterations that is sufficient to remove the overhead problem is about 10-30 for 
small geometries and simple models, and only 1-3 for larger geometries. This makes sense because the more 
intensive a single time step is, the less overhead will matter. This plot shows that the use of 10 iterations is 
sufficient to get good results in most cases which is what was used throughout the other plots. 



Comparing GPU Execution Time vs. Data Sync Interval                            
(Reports::runSpeedupVsDataSyncInterval 

The final test was centered around the questions of whether reading and writing to GPU was a problem for GPU 
performance. We varied the data synchronization interval (after how many time steps the data will be read from the 
device) and looked at execution time for a fixed number of time steps. The results show very little trend and 
variations appear to be within the range of standard deviation of run times (although this has not been formally 
verified) Ultimately it seams like we don’t have to worry much about reading from GPU in the new framework since 
it can either be done concurrently or is so fast as to be negligible.


